
 Perry W I - May 2022    by Liz Dive 

(7.30pm, second Monday of the month, in the green shed at the Residential Centre – 
just walk down the slipway towards the lake and follow the noise. Don’t worry, 

someone will stop you before you get wet feet!)  

Well! We learnt ‘How to Wear our Inside on our Outside’ at our meeting this month. 
Not, as the title appears to suggest, entrails and general gory twiddly bits – oh no! 
We learnt how to wear our inner fabulousness for all to see. Mary Blackhurst-Hill 
(Colour Analyst and Personal Stylist) began her talk by becoming invisible. It was 
easier than you’d expect and I’ll bet that lots of us do it as a matter of course when 
we go out into the world. She removed her blingy hair clips and brooch, sweet little 
earrings, colourfully chunky necklace, bright turquoise jacket, orange lippy, natty suede 
shoes,  and then she covered her rather snazzy mustard coloured spotty trousers 
with a pair of smart-but-boring black trousers and eh voila! Mary had disappeared! 
It is so easy to be invisible that I’ll bet she’s on retainer to teach MI5! 

Mary gave us all a sheet with 50+ adjectives for us to decide ‘Who Am I?’ – 
everything from Accepting, through Enthusiastic and Nurturing to True and Wise. We 
chose five ways to describe ourselves (all positive) then chose more descriptions from 
a sheet entitled ‘How Do I Want to be Seen?’ – examples this time were Polished, 
Authoritative, Sophisticated, Cute and Chic.  

Mary approached this (for some people) really tricky subject with humour and 
positivity using a mixture of anecdote, science (backed up with lengths of fabric to 
make a point) added to just a dot of common sense. Here is some of her advice: 

ü There are no good/bad figures – there is what there is (I particularly like this 
one) 

ü Honour your architecture (generally, if you’re little, wear shorter skirts and 
jackets, otherwise you look like you’ve no legs). Everything to scale 

ü If you are ‘nurturing’, wear soft fabrics because everyone will want to hug you! 
ü Decide how long you are prepared to spend on your make-up. If nothing else, a 

dab of powder and a splat of lipstick 
ü Find out what your hair does by itself – don’t fight it!  
ü Respond to what you like 
ü Less clothes but better quality – helps the planet and your style 
ü Accessorise – not just hair clips, and jewellery but handbags, scarves, lace, 

change the buttons to something individual - details, details, details. 

Thanks Mary, you gave us plenty to think about as we meet the world as our truly 
fabulous selves.  


